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Herein, we report the synthesis of a series of fluorinated dithienyl carbazole-alt-benzothiadiazoles (PCDTBT analogues) and the characterisation of their optical, electrochemical, thermal and molecular organisation in the solid state. The polymers were decorated with fluorine on either the benzothiadiazole unit, carbazole unit or both to yield PCDTFFBT, PCFDFTBT and PCDTDFBT, respectively. The copolymers displayed decomposition temperatures in excess of 350 °C. PCDTFFBT, PCFDFTBT and PCDTDFBT displayed optical band gaps of 1.86, 1.82 and 1.88 eV, respectively. It was speculated this was a consequence of the higher molecular weight of PCDTDFBT relative to the other polymers. PCDTDFBT and PCDTFFBT displayed shallower HOMO levels relative to PCDTFFBT, a consequence of fluorinating the carbazole-donor moiety improves molecular ordering by promoting π–π stacking of polymer backbones. Interestingly, fluorinating the carbazole-donor unit does not improve π–π stacking of polymer backbones.

Introduction

Carbazole, an appealing building-block for the development of conjugated copolymers. Carbazole is structurally analogous to fluorene, which has also found widespread use in optoelectronic devices. However, the presence of an electron-donating nitrogen atom in its central fused pyrrole ring renders carbazole fully aromatic, unlike fluorene. Replacing the 9H-carbon with nitrogen in the fluorene skeleton bestows further desirable properties upon the resulting unit including: (1) increased oxidative stability owing to the propensity for the 9H-position of fluorene to undergo oxidation to the ketone product, which results in adverse physical properties. (2) The nitrogen in the central pyrrole ring can be functionalised to improve the physical properties of the resulting polymer. Consequently, carbazole-based conjugated polymers are easy to synthesise, display excellent photochemical and thermal stabilities and possess high charge carrier mobilities. Thus, carbazole-based conjugated polymers and their derivatives have found extensive use in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), organic thermal electronic devices, organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) and organic photovoltaics (OPV).

It could be argued that poly[N-9′-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4′,7′-di-2-thienyl-2′,1′,3′-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT) and its derivatives are the most studied carbazole-based donor-acceptor (D–π–A) conjugated polymers. PCDTBT has found widespread use in organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices and efficiencies in excess of 7% have been achieved when blended with the fullerene derivative PC70BM. This is by no means the highest efficiency recorded in OPV devices. However, the thermal and oxidative stability, deep HOMO level and ease of processability have allowed PCDTBT to remain an attractive conjugated polymer for optoelectronic applications.

The body of literature concerning the incorporation of fluorine as a substituent and the effect it has on the resulting polymer system is expanding rapidly. However, fluorination of PCDTBT has received little attention, which is surprising considering the promise PCDTBT and its derivatives have displayed in optoelectronic devices. Imahori and co-workers investigated the effects of fluorine substitution on PCDTBT by copolymerising a fluorinated benzothiadiazole-acceptor with a carbazole-donor to yield PCDTFFBT. The introduction of two fluorine atoms on the 5,6-positions of benzothiadiazole decreased the HOMO energy level of PCDTFFBT, relative to that of PCDTBT. However, PCDTFFBT displayed a significantly reduced molecular weight, poor solubility, blue-shifted absorption maxima and a larger optical band-gap, relative to PCDTBT. In contrast, Bo et al. reported the polymerisation of a fluorinated-carbazole donor with a dialkoxy-substituted benzothiadiazole acceptor to yield PDFCDTBT. The introduction of fluorine atoms at the 3,6-positions of carbazole yielded a moderate molecular weight polymer with deeper frontier energy levels, red-shifted absorption maxima and a smaller...
optical band gap, relative to its non-fluorinated counterpart. Furthermore, PDFCDTBT displayed more organised packing in solid state.

With this in mind, we report the synthesis of three fluorinated carbazole-alt-benzothiadiazole conjugated polymers. Fluorine was attached to either the benzothiadiazole unit, carbazole unit or both units to yield PCDTBT-F, PCffDTBT and PCffDTffBT, respectively (Fig. 1). Imahori reported that the fluorinated PCDTBT analogue they synthesised forms a low molecular weight polymer with poor solubility. Thus, the polymers in this work were designed to bear larger solubilising chains on the carbazole moiety in the hope that higher molecular weight polymers could be obtained. The optical, electrochemical, thermal and structural properties of the polymers in the solid state are probed in order to ascertain the effects fluorination has on the resulting polymer.

Results and discussion

Polymer synthesis

The synthetic route for the preparation of 2,7-dibromo-3,6-difluoro-9-(pentacosan-13-yl)-9H-carbazole (M1) is outlined in Scheme 1. M1 was synthesised starting from the commercially available 1,4-dibromo-2-fluoro benzene. 2,7-Dibromo-9-(pentacosan-13-yl)-9H-carbazole (M2) was synthesised according to a modified literature procedure. 25 4,7-Bis-[5-(trimethylstannyl)thiophene-2-yl]benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (M3) and 5,6-difluoro-4,7-bis[5-(trimethylstannyl)thiophene-2-yl]benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (M4) were synthesised from 4,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole and 5,6-difluoro-4,7-di(thiophene-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole, respectively. Deprotonation of the starting material with lithium 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (LTMP) and subsequent treatment with trimethyltin chloride afforded M3 and M4 (Scheme 1). Stille polycondensation of M2 with M4, M1 with M3 and M1 with M4 yielded PCDTBT, PCffDTBT and PCffDTffBT, respectively (Scheme 1). Pd(OAc)$_2$ and tri(o-tolyl)phosphine (P(o-tol)$_3$) were used as the catalyst and toluene as the solvent. All polymerisations were left for 48 hours. The polymers were cleaned via Soxhlet extraction using in turn methanol, acetone, hexane and toluene. The tolune fractions were collected, reduced in vacuo and precipitated in methanol. Subsequent studies were conducted on the tolune fractions only. $^1$H-NMR and elemental analysis were used to verify the structure of PCDTBT, PCffDTBT and PCffDTffBT. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) using 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene as the eluent, at 140 °C was used to determine the number-average molecular weight ($M_n$) and weight-average molecular weight ($M_w$) of the polymers synthesised. PCffDTBT displayed the highest $M_n$ and $M_w$ of all polymers synthesised with values of 11 400 and 20 600 Da, respectively. Both PCDTBT and PCffDTBT displayed significantly reduced molecular weights relative to PCffDTBT with values of 11 900 and 8900 Da, respectively (Table 1). Previous literature has speculated that fluorination of the benzothiadiazole unit moiety promotes π–π stacking and aggregation of polymer chains, which impedes the solubility of the polymer and its attainable molecular weight. 26 The results obtained here support this hypothesis.

PCDTBT-F synthesised by Imahori and co-workers is an analogous polymer to PCDTBT-F. 24 PCDTBT-F has C17-branched substituents rather than C25-branched substituents for PCDTBT. It was reported that PCDTBT-F displayed poor solubility which limited the molecular weight of the resulting polymer ($M_w$ = 6000 Da). Thus, PCDTBT was designed to bear larger solubilising chains on the carbazole moiety in the hope that a higher molecular weight polymer could be obtained. PCDTBT does possess a higher $M_w$ (11 900 Da), relative to PCDTBT-F. PCffDTBT in which both the carbazole and benzothiadiazole repeat units have fluorine substituents, has the most reduced processability in this series of polymers. Both the yield of the soluble toluene fraction and the molecular weight of this polymer are lower compared to the other two polymers presented in this work.

Optical properties

The optical properties of all polymers were investigated by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy on dilute chloroform solutions and drop-cast films on quartz substrates (Fig. 2). The optical properties of the polymers are summarised in Table 1. All polymers exhibit two absorption peaks in both solution and film states. The absorption band at shorter wavelengths are located at 556, 558 and 545 nm in film states. All polymers undergo a bathochromic shift when cast into a thin-film, relative to their solution absorption. This can be ascribed to stronger π–π* transition. In contrast, the absorption band at longer wavelengths can be attributed to intramolecular charge transfer between the dithienyl-carbazole donor moieties and the benzothiadiazole acceptor units. All polymers undergo a bathochromic shift when cast into a thin-film, relative to their solution absorption. This can be ascribed to stronger π–π interchain stacking and a more coplanar structure in solid state. The $\lambda_{max}$ of PCDTBT, PCffDTBT and PCffDTffBT are located at 536, 538 and 545 nm in film states. The optical band gaps of PCDTBT, PCffDTBT and PCffDTffBT, as determined from the onset of absorption, were estimated to be 1.86, 1.82 and 1.88 eV, respectively. Furthermore, PCffDTffBT displayed improved resolution in the solid-state with the presence
of shoulder peak at ~580 nm, which we attribute to a higher tendency of aggregation of polymer chains for this polymer compared to the other two polymers in the series; a consequence of improved molecular arrangement in solid state. The higher $M_w$ of PCffDTBT did not translate into significantly higher $l_{\text{max}}$ value. However, the optical band gap of PCffDTBT was lower than PCDTffBT and PCffDTffBT. It would appear that in this series of polymers, fluorination of the carbazole moiety affords a polymer with the lowest optical band gap allowing the resulting polymer to harvest a larger portion of the solar spectrum. It is also worth noting that the optical band gap of non-fluorinated PCDTBT (1.88 eV) is similar to those of PCDTffBT and PCffDTffBT.

The fluorescence spectra of the polymers in solution and solid films are illustrated in Fig. 3. All fluorescence spectra were recorded upon exciting the polymers at their absorption maxima. In solution PCDTffBT, PCffDTBT and PCffDTffBT exhibited emission maxima at 618, 637 and 600 nm, respectively. The emission maxima are red-shifted to 710, 712 and 712 nm for PCDTffBT, PCffDTBT and PCffDTffBT, respectively. It is suspected that the large difference in the solution emission maxima is due to interactions between the local solvent environment and the fluorophore. Solvent molecules stabilise and lower the energy of the excited state of PCffDTBT; resulting in a red-shift in the solution fluorescence emission. Once the polymers have been cast into films, the effects of solvent relaxation no longer apply, and the polymers exhibit a fluorescence emission at similar wavelengths. The large Stokes shifts of 154, 154 and 167 nm for PCDTffBT, PCffDTBT and PCffDTffBT, respectively, suggests there is a significant energy difference between the ground state and excited state of the polymers.

### Table 1: A summary of the GPC, UV-vis absorption and fluorescence data for PCDTffBT, PCffDTBT and PCffDTffBT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>$M_n$</th>
<th>$M_w$</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{max}}$ solution (nm)</th>
<th>$\varepsilon$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{max}}$ film (nm)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{opt}}$ film (eV)</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{max}}$ solution (nm)</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{max}}$ film (nm)</th>
<th>Stokes shift (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCDTffBT</td>
<td>7700</td>
<td>11 900</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>379, 526</td>
<td>49 900</td>
<td>395, 556</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCffDTBT</td>
<td>11 400</td>
<td>20 600</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>381, 526</td>
<td>40 600</td>
<td>404, 558</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCffDTffBT</td>
<td>6100</td>
<td>8900</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>387, 520</td>
<td>43 000</td>
<td>401, 545</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Measurements conducted on the toluene fraction of the polymer using differential refractive index (DRI) detection. $^b$ Absorption coefficient measured at $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ in chloroform solution. $^c$ Optical energy gap determined from the onset of the absorption band in thin film. $^d$ Stokes shift determined from film studies.
Electrochemical properties
Cyclic voltammetry was used to determine the HOMO and LUMO energy levels (vs. vacuum) of drop-cast polymer films in acetonitrile with tetrabutylammonium perchlorate as the electrolyte (Fig. 4 and Table 2). PCDTffBT displayed the deepest HOMO level of all polymers synthesised with a value of $-5.44 \text{ eV}$, which is deeper than its non-fluorinated analogue, PCDBT. The LUMO level of PCDTffBT was measured to be $-3.45 \text{ eV}$, which is slightly lower than PCDTBT. This is consistent with previous literature concerning the effects of fluorination of polymers HOMO levels.27–31

The HOMO level of PCDffDTBT was calculated to be $-5.23 \text{ eV}$. This is similar to the HOMO of level of PFFCDTBT reported by Bo and co-workers.21 However, it is significantly shallower than PCDBT. The electrochemistry results suggest that fluorination of the carbazole-moiety results in it becoming a significantly stronger donor unit. Generally, fluorine is considered to be a deactivating substituent, thus, this result may seem erroneous. However, it is known that fluorine as a substituent on an electron donating ability of fluorine is reflected in the anomalously high para-position reactivity.33 Fluorobenzene displays a higher proton affinity than benzene, another example of the anomalously high reactivity of fluorobenzene relative to benzene.34,35 We speculate that fluorination of the carbazole moiety increases the π-electron density of the resulting monomer unit. Consequently, the fluorinated carbazole moiety is a stronger donor resulting in a shallower HOMO level. It is possible that this will negatively impact the oxidative stability of the PCffDTBT.

Thermal properties
Thermogravimetric analysis of PCDTffBT, PCffDTBT and PCDffDTBT revealed that all polymers possess good thermal stability with degradation temperatures in excess of 350 °C (Fig. 5). The onset of degradation (5% weight loss) for PCDTffBT, PCffDTBT and PCDffDTBT were estimated to be 367, 390 and 351 °C (Table 2). We tentatively speculate that the degradation temperature of these polymers is dependent upon the molecular weight. We hypothesise that the lower molecular weights of PCDTffBT and PCffDTBT have two effects on the polymer properties. Firstly, PCDTffBT and PCffDTBT possess a higher concentration of polymer chain ends, which can undergo chain-end scission. Secondly, degradation mechanisms involve molecular mobility which is inversely related to molecular weight. An increased molecular weight should reduce the amount of labile end-groups facilitating chain entanglement. Thus, the molecular mobility of the polymer, which controls the kinetics of decomposition, is reduced.

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) studies
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of polymers PCDTffBT, PCffDTBT and PCDffDTBT were obtained to investigate the molecular organisation of polymers in the solid state (Fig. 6). All polymers display peaks in the low angle region, which suggests the polymers possess some long-range translational order. An indication the polymers adopt a more crystalline structure in the solid state. The low-angle peak in the XRD pattern is frequently observed in π-conjugated polymers with long alkyl or alkoxy side-chains.36–38 Previous literature has shown that this peak is attributed to the distance between π-conjugated backbones which are separated by the solubilising alkyl chains.39,40

Interestingly, PCDTffBT and PCffDTBT display additional wide angle peaks at 2θ = 25.6°, which corresponds to a
π–π stacking distance of 3.48 Å. It is speculated that fluorinating the benzothiadiazole acceptor unit improves molecular ordering by promoting interactions with components on adjacent aromatics. This improves the planarity of the resulting backbone, resulting in strong interchain interactions and a more pronounced packing order. A result consistent with the reduced inhomogeneous broadening observed in the solid state spectra of PCfDTfBT. PCfDTBT does not display an additional peak in this area suggesting that fluorination of the carbazole moiety does have the same impact. Interestingly, Bo et al. found that PPDFCDTBt, an analogous polymer to PCfDTfBT, displayed a π–π stacking distance of 3.7 Å. However, the carbazole moiety in PPDFCDTBt was substituted with a significantly smaller alkyl chain (C8 linear chain vs. C25 branched chain). It is hypothesised that the larger alkyl chain in PCfDTfBT disrupts the formation of π–π stacking in solid state.

Conclusions

In summary, three fluorinated carbazole-alt-benzothiadiazole D–π–A alternating copolymers PCDTfHBT, PCfDTfBT and PCfDTfDFBT were synthesised via Stille polymerisation using toluene as the solvent. The optical, thermal, electrochemical and structural properties of these polymers were analysed and contrasted in relation to the degree of fluorination and their fluorination pattern. The optical band gaps of PCDTfHBT, PCDTfDFBT and PCfDTfDFBT were estimated to be 1.86, 1.82 and 1.88 eV, respectively. It is hypothesised that the lower optical band gap of PCfDTfDFBT was a consequence of its higher molecular weight. The HOMO levels of PCfDTfDFBT (−5.23 eV) and PCfDTDFBT (−5.24 eV) were significantly shallower relative to that of PCDTfDFBT (−5.44 eV). It is hypothesised that the introduction of fluorine at the 3,6-positions of the carbazole unit increases its donating ability resulting in a shallower HOMO level. Thermogravimetric analysis revealed that the onset of decomposition is strongly dependent upon the molecular weight of the resulting polymer with PCfDTfDFBT and PCfDTfDFBT displaying the highest and lowest decomposition temperatures, respectively. Powder X-ray diffraction revealed that all polymers possess peaks in the low angle region suggesting all polymers have some long range translational order. PCDTfHBT and PCfDTfDFBT both displayed sharp peaks at 2θ values of 25.6°. These peaks are indicative of π–π stacking suggesting fluorination of the benzothiadiazole moiety improves the planarity of the polymer backbone, leading to a more pronounced packing order in the solid state. PCfDTfBT did not display a sharp peak at this angle.

Experimental

All materials were purchased from commercial suppliers and used as received, unless otherwise stated. Toluene was dried and distilled over sodium under an inert argon atmosphere. Acetonitrile was dried and distilled over phosphorous pentoxide under an inert argon atmosphere, then stored over molecular sieves (3 Å).

Measurements

1H and 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded on a Bruker AV 400 (400 MHz) using chloroform-d (CDCl3) or acetone-d as the solvent. 1H-NMR of the polymers were recorded on Bruker Avance III HD 500 (500 MHz) spectrometer at 100 °C using 1,2-dideutroethanol as the solvent. Coupling constants are given in Hertz (Hz). Carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and sulphur elemental analysis was performed on a Perkin Elmer 2400 series 11 CHNS/O analyser. Analysis of halides was undertaken using the Schöniger flask combustion method. GPC analysis was conducted on polymer solutions using 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at 140 °C as the eluent. Polymer samples were spiked with toluene as a reference. GPC curves were obtained using a Viscotek GPCmax EV2001 GPC solvent/sample module and a Waters 410 Differential Refractometer, which was calibrated using a series of narrow polystyrene standards (Polymer Laboratories). TGA’s were obtained using a Perkin Elmer TGA-1 Thermogravimetric Analyser at a scan rate of 10 °C min⁻¹ under an inert nitrogen atmosphere. Powder X-ray diffraction samples were recorded on a Bruker D8 advance diffractometer with a CuKα radiation source (1.5418 Å, rated as 1.6 kW). The scanning angle was conducted over the range 2–40°. UV-visible absorption spectra were recorded using a Hitachi U-2010 Double Beam UV/Visible Spectrophotometer. Polymer solutions were made using chloroform and measured using quartz cuvettes (path length = 1 × 10⁻² m). Thin films, used for absorption spectra were prepared by drop-casting solutions onto quartz plates using 1 mg cm⁻³ polymer solutions that were prepared with chloroform. Fluorescence spectra were recorded on a Horiba FluoroMax 4 spectrometer. Polymer solutions were made using chloroform and measured using quartz cuvettes (path length = 1 × 10⁻² m). Thin films, were prepared by drop-casting solutions onto quartz plates using 5 mg cm⁻³ polymer solutions that were prepared with chlorobenzene. Cyclic voltammograms were recorded using a Princeton Applied Research Model 263A Potentiostat/Galvanostat.
A three electrode system was employed comprising a Pt disc, platinum wire and Ag/Ag⁺ as the working electrode, counter electrode and reference electrode, respectively. Measurements were conducted in a tetrabutylammonium perchlorate acetonitrile solution (0.1 mol dm⁻³) on polymer films that were prepared by drop casting polymer solution. Ferrocene was employed as the reference redox system; in accordance with IUPAC’s recommendations.⁴¹ The energy level of Fe/Fe⁺ was assumed at −4.8 eV to vacuum. The half-wave potential of Fe/Fe⁺ redox couple was found to be 0.08 V vs. Ag/Ag⁺ reference electrode. The HOMO energy levels of polymers were estimated by equation: E_HOMO = (−4.8 - E_1/2,Fe/Fe⁺ + E_Ox,onset) eV, where E_Ox,onset is the onset oxidation potential relative to the Ag/Ag⁺ reference electrode. The LUMO energy levels of polymers were calculated using the equation: E_LUMO = (−4.8 - E_1/2,Fe/Fe⁺ + E_Red,onset) eV, where E_Red,onset is the onset reduction potential relative to the Ag/Ag⁺ reference electrode.

3,6-Difluoro-2,7-dibromo-9-(pentacosan-13-yl)-9H-carbazole (M1). 2,7-Dibromo-3,6-difluoro-9H-carbazole⁴² (3.0 g, 15.4 mmol) and powdered KOH (4.31 g, 41.8 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous DMSO (100 cm³). The mixture was heated to 40 °C and pentacosan-13-yl 4-methylbenzene (10.41 g, 19.9 mmol) in dry THF (10 cm³) was added dropwise over 2 hours. The reaction was allowed to stir overnight. Upon completion, the reaction was poured on H₂O (300 cm³) and the product extracted with hexane (4 × 300 cm³). The organic fractions were combined, dried (MgSO₄) and the solvent removed in vacuo. The product was purified via silica gel column chromatography using hexane as the eluent to yield an off-white solid (2.43 g, 3.41 mmol, 22%). ¹H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃) δ (ppm): 7.74 (br, 3H), 7.58 (br, 1H), 4.39 (sep, J = 5.09 Hz, 1H), 2.19 (m, 2H), 1.92 (m, 2H), 1.36–1.08 (m, 38H), 0.97 (m, 2H), 0.89 (t, J = 6.94 Hz, 6H). ¹³C NMR (250 MHz, CDCl₃) δ (ppm): 154.29, 151.92, 139.54, 135.89, 115.62, 113.40, 106.88, 57.35, 33.57, 31.75, 29.49, 29.37, 29.28, 29.12, 26.73, 22.62, 14.07. ¹⁹F NMR (250 MHz, CDCl₃) δ (ppm): −118.54, −119.06. EI-MS (m/z): [M⁺] calculated for C₃₇H₅₅Br₂F₂N, 696.2755; found, 696.2730. Anal. calculated for C₃₇H₅₅Br₂F₂N: C, 64.37; H, 8.39; N, 1.94; Br, 27.61.

5,6-Difluoro-4,7-bis(5-(trimethylstannyl)thiophene-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (M4). Under an inert argon atmosphere, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (0.73 cm³, 4.33 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous THF (10 cm³). The solution was cooled to −78 °C and n-butyl lithium (1.73 cm³, 4.33 mmol, 2.5 M solution in hexane) was added dropwise. The resulting solution was allowed to stir at −78 °C. The reaction was then warmed to room temperature and stirred for 10 minutes. The solution was then cooled to −78 °C and 5,6-difluoro-4,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (0.56 g, 1.67 mmol) in THF (15 cm³) was added dropwise. Upon completing the addition, the solution was stirred at −78 °C for 1 hour. Triethyltin chloride (8.32 cm³, 8.33 mmol, 1.0 M solution in THF) was added dropwise at −78 °C. The reaction was warmed to room temperature and left to stir overnight. Upon completion, saturated brine was added to quench the reaction. The product was extracted with DCM (3 × 100 cm³), washed with brine (3 × 100 cm³), dried (MgSO₄) and the solvent removed in vacuo. The crude material was recrystallised from ethanol to afford (M3) as orange needle-like crystals (1.42 g, 2.27 mmol, 68%). ¹H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃) δ (ppm): 8.21 (d, J = 3.42 Hz, 2H), 7.88 (s, 2H), 7.32 (d, J = 3.67 Hz, 2H), 0.48 (s, 18H). ¹³C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃) δ (ppm): 152.66, 154.07, 140.23, 136.26, 136.12, 135.99, 128.60, 128.40, 128.21, 114.54, 112.17, 56.98, 33.51, 31.94, 29.63, 29.56, 29.49, 29.37, 29.33, 26.76, 22.72, 14.16. EI-MS (m/z): [M⁺] calculated for C₉₀H₅₇Br₂NNa, 696.2755; found, 696.2730. Anal. calculated for C₁₇H₂₃Br₂N: C, 65.72; H, 8.50; N, 2.07; Br, 23.65; found: C, 64.37; H, 8.39; N, 1.94; Br, 27.61.

4,7-Bis(5-(trimethylstannyl)thiophene-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (M3). Under an inert argon atmosphere, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (1.46 cm³, 8.66 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous THF (20 cm³). The solution was cooled to −78 °C and n-butyl lithium (3.46 cm³, 8.66 mmol, 2.5 M solution in hexane) was added dropwise. The resulting solution was allowed to stir at −78 °C. The reaction was then warmed to room temperature and stirred for 10 minutes. The solution was then cooled to −78 °C and 4,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (1.0 g, 3.33 mmol) in THF (15 cm³) was added dropwise. Upon completing the addition, the solution was stirred at −78 °C for 1 hour. Triethyltin chloride (8.32 cm³, 8.33 mmol, 1.0 M solution in THF) was added dropwise at −78 °C. The reaction was warmed to room temperature and left to stir overnight. Upon completion, saturated brine was added to quench the reaction. The product was extracted with DCM (3 × 100 cm³), washed with brine (3 × 100 cm³), dried (MgSO₄) and the solvent removed in vacuo. The crude material was recrystallised from ethanol to afford (M3) as orange needle-like crystals (1.42 g, 2.27 mmol, 68%). ¹H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃) δ (ppm): 8.21 (d, J = 3.42 Hz, 2H), 7.88 (s, 2H), 7.32 (d, J = 3.67 Hz, 2H), 0.48 (s, 18H). ¹³C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃) δ (ppm): 152.66, 154.07, 140.23, 136.26, 136.12, 135.99, 128.60, 128.40, 128.21, 114.54, 112.17, 56.98, 33.51, 31.94, 29.63, 14.16. EI-MS (m/z): [M⁺] calculated for C₉₀H₅₇Br₂NNa, 696.2755; found, 696.2730. Anal. calculated for C₁₇H₂₃Br₂N: C, 65.72; H, 8.50; N, 2.07; Br, 23.65; found: C, 64.37; H, 8.39; N, 1.94; Br, 27.61.
Poly[N-9′-pentacosanoyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5′(4′,7′-di-2-thienyl-5,6-difluoro-benzo[1,2,5]-thiadiazole)] (PCDFTfBT). M2 (138 mg, 0.204 mmol), M4 (135 mg, 0.204 mmol), Pd(OAc)2 (3.30 mg, 14.8 μmol) and tri(o-toly)phosphine (9.00 mg, 29.6 μmol) were added to a 100 cm3 round bottom flask. The flask was placed under an inert atmosphere of argon using standard Schlenk line techniques. Anhydrous toluene (10 cm3) was added, the system degassed and heated to 90 °C for 4 hours. The reaction was cooled to room temperature and 2-(tributylstannyl) thiophene (0.30 cm3, 0.945 mmol) was stirred overnight and the polymers collect to the bottom of the flask. The reaction was cooled to room temperature and poured into methanol and left to stir overnight. The mixture was filtered via a membrane and the solids were cleaned using Soxhlet extraction with solvents in the order; methanol, acetone, methylene chloride, hexane and toluene. The toluene fraction was concentrated in vacuo and precipitated in methanol. The resulting mixture was stirred overnight and the polymers collect via filtration as a dark purple solid (40.8 mg, 23%).
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